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All of the upperclassmen are busy with tests, getting into colleges, and other things that I don't
really worry about. That's why I had the time to put the Senior Summer Detour issue together.
Throughout the year, I have seen the process of bringing together a good magazine, and now I was
finally able to take part in the putting together of this edition. Thank you so much to Henry Lilly,
andAlex for helping me understand the art of editing such a sophistocatedmagazine.
Summer is just around the corner, and I know everyone wants to get out as soon as they want. All of
a sudden, the weekends are getting too short, and the school days are getting longer. And then when
you finally get out of school, you'll be able to sleep in until I I and catch all the reruns of Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air.
I want to congratulate the seniors on behalf of the Detour staff for making it through the year and
finishing with a bang with the Speech Class School Song Parade. You all make graduating look so
easy.

As for the rest of you, have a nice summer, do something productive, and read this edition of Detour.
I really enjoyed putting it together, and I think you should enjoy it in the comfort of your living
room during commercial breaks.

MEDINA KORAJKIC

ADVISOR'S NOTE

Thank you so much, Medina, Lilly, Henry and Alex. And thanks to the rest of the staff. You pulled off
the final issue and crushed it! It has been an awesome year: Three beautiful issues. Three beautiful
FREE issues thanks to the BHS Boosters' Club--once again!! I am sorry to be losing Henry Alex, and
Kyle, but they are moving on to bigger and better things. It has been great working with you guys. I am
quite psyched for next year; we have a super staff--inspired, creative, and driven. Have a great summer

and ENJOY!

EDIToRIRL STAFF

-Ronald Bohn

GLORIOUS WORKERS' PARTY

EDITOR'S NOTE

HENRY KRONK
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Wnl ScHrxNRypER
MICHRTI- EoNry
Ne rsHR SuRprusrRON BOHN

Cody Charron



Where I'm From
By Narcisa Lulie

I am from Burlington, Vermont, the state next to New Hampshire.
I am from lyrics to my favorite song and the beats

I am from the lyrics to "That's just the way it is, things will never change."
I am from the Statue of Liberty in New York City and the lights that shine.

I am from bullets, and anger, and war my family survived.
I am from the arrow that goes through the hear1,

I am from music in my head that you can't forget.
I am from the rap music on Tupac and B.LG.'s last cd.
I am from my mom's baklava and fried dough.
I am from the old pictures that are found in my house.
I am from the "I love you" my family says and "Do your chores".
I am from the brand-new Nikes in my shoe box.
I am from the fresh smell of perfume and air freshener.

I am from bulldogs and pitbulls barking to the little kids who won't stop yelling
I am from the love my family gives me.
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Find a Balance
Don't got no money
Had to sell your guitar
Life is like a never-ending train
And you're in the freight car

Welcome to the world
Of evil, of the twisted and sick
Not everything is nice
Ruled by one click
Of the mouse

Watching the screen

One man controlling all
And yet remains unseen

This world needs a balance

Between good and evil
We all need a balance
Or feel the upheaval

No time to play my guitar
No time to sleep
How am I supposed to enjoy life
Or live this life I keep?
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Sophie Van Cooper
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Olivia Wolf
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Summer Nights
The feeling comes at no other time
Like a unique type of high
Feelin'so free
You have to agree

(chorus)
We can stay out all night
And do whatever we like
Wind blowin'in our hair
Free ofall cares

Do you feel this too?
Of course you do
As we leave this world
As our dreams are swirled

{s.þ¡,.,

We can stay out all night
Guided by the moonlight
'We're 

on our own
We're all alone

So many places to be

The bike path or Church Street
I don't care

As long as we're there

We can stay out all night
Following the street lights
I don't need to sleep
I'd rather be at the beach

When the sun goes away
It's no longer day
Let's go out together
Make it last forever

Soon the summer is over
I hope time goes slower
They make you feel all right
Yeah, I love summer nights!
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Perseverance

Ignorance is bliss?
I question that with all my heart
I only wish that I could know
Why my life seems so often to fall apart

Although I glue the pieces back together
The reasons are kept quiet and shut
Why being black makes me diseased
Why being Negro makes me fed up.

For you've made my life a living hell
All versions of myself can say
The pain you've thrown onto me
Will neverTust go away.

You've pushed me and you've kicked me!
Called me names and made me cry

'Whipped me and beat me!
Left me on the ground to die

You made me work for the money
That bought your clothes and your nice
things
The entire time you sat on a throne
Me a slave and you a king

Once I broke free it wasn't enough
That you tried to hunt me down
But when you failed to find me
You convinced your friends to push me around!

Black as the night, I was unable to hide
You were convinced your chains would hold
For although they were not strapped to me
You knew that I was getting old

I grew old in age my friend
But in spirit no!
For the life before freedom was no life at all
I was reborn and ready to grow

I was no longer retarded
By the color of my skin
And although my privileges were not the same

I would never have given in
Over time I have done everything
That a man wishes to do with his life
Swimming across oceans of tears
Climbing this mountain of strife

I have overcome my brother!
Do you not see mY glow and smile?

For I am now equal to the white man

I have come a thousand miles'

-Deniz Sehovic
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White Rice
Joseph Jiao-Harrington

Hello
My name is Joe

I'm seventeen
I like art, love, general enjoyment

I was born in the West
Grew up in the East

I don't look white
But I am
I speak Asian
Punch like an Asian
Know about Asians

But only as a white kid would
In all truth,
I eat Filipino,
Sit like a Filipino

Other thanthat,I'm just another white kid
Who will never visit Carolina
Louisiana,
Or Alabama

Maybe I'm just another white kid
Who eats a lot of rice.

Mika Ingerman
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I am from
Jam to borates to high pony tails!
I am from
The south side of Chicago 69th Street
I am from
The Bruessard family where there's always arguing
I am from
Tons of Southem food, from collared greens to fried chicken and Kool-aid
I am from
A protective family when sometimes the protection can be a little annoying.
I am from
A neighborhood where you need to know people in order to be safe

I am from penny candies to fifty-cent bags ofcheese puffs.
I am from
56 annoying cousins all from out of this state.

I am from
A place where there's always cute boys!
I am from
Chicago where you want to go!

-Georgina Ledezma

Julianna Roen
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Fiona Mason

In the beginning, there was pain. Disease crawling among humans, and food rotted in
their hands. Their odorous foul bodies with curled hands and filth stained flesh, their cod black
eyes, and malordorous snarled mouths made everything they touch whither and die. Their
backs were arches and their bodies starved, for not food could touch their shriveled lips without
decaying.

These awful creatures lived in their own secluded area suffounded by the most ferocious
of animals. Their ground was scattered with co{pses of humans, eaten away by disease and each

other. The trees were black and each other. The trees were black and dead, for the leaves of
such beautiful colors had fled long ago. The Sky cried down on them every night, but even the
Sky could not wash the dirt and blood from their skin.

Said the Sky:
"Your fingers have the power to create, but you choose to murder your brother. Your

eyes have the power to see well, but you choose to see only evil. Look at what you have done to
your paradise! Trees that once produced fruit are bent and grey, the ground that life once thrived
upon is dark and cracked, and yourselves, who once were capable of love, now kill with no
meaning. Do you remember?"

But the humans could not remember. They saw no beauty in their past; they saw only
what was there before them noq the grey, bleak sky, and the black splintered ground.

The Sky continued to hope for the return of love during the day, and cried when it did
not during the night.

The Earth noticed the Sky's tears and said:
"Your tears bring me soffoq but there is land beyond the humans, land not black with

hatred, and red with gore. Leave them; they are too far gone."
g'ut the Sky would not.
"How could you desert what you have created? How can you be content with the killing

and suffering of your own?"
The Earth replied:
"I cannot repair the souls of these beings. These beasts are no longer humans, and I

cannot repair what I have not created."

^

Why Do I Love Poetry Let Me Count the Ways

I love it to an uncontrollable height
Where my soul can reach any amount of light
My poetry is one that does not copy.
I love it in a way that is not sane

Distract me from my otherworldly foes
I love it though most others don't
I love it freely and with a passion
My passion for it is one that is secret
My life shall go on to love poetry
I am writing a royal treat
Some may say it is a waste of time
But it is something that I can call mine
Even though they may not read it
I feel as if they're just conceited.

-Libberty Dockery

For God and Country

They say
For God and country
We go to war.

They say

For God and country
We descend into hell.

They say

For God and country
We die.

But I do not
Go to war or
Descend into hell or
Die
For God and country

I go to war and

Descend into hell and
Die
For my family
My friends
My people.

I go to war and
Descend into hell and
Die
For my fellow troops
And their families
Their friends
Their people.

I go to war and
Descend into hell and
Die
For you
And your family
And your friends
And your people.

Go to war for God and country, they said.
No, I said. I will not go to war for God and
country.

I will go to war for mine and yours.
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Willy Tipper

And God help those who oppose me.
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Only Ricky

Ricky always was cool
By age sixteen he had it going
Brought himself a guitar, dropped outta school
He thought he saw some musical talent growing

Age seventeen dreams of makin'it big
Got some friends made a band
Age eighteen had played some gigs
Nothing was planned

By twenty, done an American tour
He'had no doubts about his life
Did a few more
Picked up a wife

Twenty-three, Ricky was a superstar
He was a household name
He went far
But it's not the end of the game

Age twenty-six, getting ready for a son
With a new band now
You're not better than anyone
Ricky thought he could get through this window

(chorus)
Only sixteen
What have you seen?

Is this life what you wished?
What did you accomplish?

Only eighteen
What have you seen?

Is this life what you wished?
V/hat did you accomplish?

Only twenty
What have you seen?

Is this life what you wished?
What did you accomplish?

Only twenty-three
What have you seen?

Is this life what you wished?
What did you accomplish?

Only twenty-six
Livin'for kicks
Is this life what you wished?

What did you accomPlish?Max Weltman Alex Raub
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You Just Run Away
You make me sick
Skinny as a tootþick
It's not all about you
Others live here too

(chorus)
And I ask you how you're doing
And you just run away

It's hilarious
You're not aware of this
Or a bit jaded
To realize you're hated

And I ask you how you're doing
And you just run away

I must have been sinking
V/hat was I thinking?
But the past is the past

Gonna make now last

And I,ask you how you're doing
And you just run away
You just run away

Elena Kelly
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I am from a dirt yard and a mile long ditch
From hand sanitizer and saline

I am from flowers in the front yard
I am from the empty room in the hospital
Where once a young boy laid
As if it was his own room
That boy wasn't just a little boy he was my hero and my brother
I am from bright-colored houses, blue and green

From homeless cats and biking kids
I am from troubled kids and the police

, From "Wash your hands" and "Now hand sanitizer"
I am from my childhood memories in a box
I am from 21 first cousins all together

' 
12 Bergerons and one to come, and 12 Hemingways
From my weird mom and dad

I am from my brothers my brothers Shane and Ben
And my other brothers Ian and Billy
I am from the slide at Battery Park
And the corner of North Street and North Ave
I am from my own decisions

-Molly Bergeron
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"Where I'm From"

I am from the video games in the living reoom,
To the crystal cups, animals, and bells in the kitchen.
I am from grass and dirt in our yard,
To the cupboard full of chips, candy, and sugar.

I am from the books scattered all over the table,
To the shed full of random things in our backyard.
I am from playing games with my brother and sister,
To the green glass cups and bowls on the shelf.
I am from the X-box in the living room,
To the warrn pepperoni pizza across the street.
I am from Amanda singing and listening to music in the kitchen: pop, rock, and country,
To the seven different schools I have been to.
I am from my brother being home-schooled with mom as the teacher,
To the warrn fresh chocolate-chip cookies What shall I choose in this vending machine?
So much to choose from, great candy galore
Five dollars I have from my room I cleaned
Gummy bears, skittles, milþ ways, and more
My hunger, so unsatisfied, will be
Destroyed along with all of my craving
I wait to a tolerable degree

Dead Man's Concert

I Come From

I come from being the only girl and independent learning,
from trips to Florida and playing by the ocean.

I am from lemonade stands on the street side for money earning,
to seven years of Martial Arts training and lots of devotion.
I come from a strong willed father and a loving, caring mother,
and those hot summer days by the pool.
I come from the best of friends who compare to no other,
to hanging out with the big kids at daycare just to feel cool.
I am from "underdoggies" on the playground,
and a Christian family with the love of our savior.
I am from times of hurt and my mother's voice being my most comforting sound,

to many talks of good behavior.
I am from naptime and no girls allowed,
to a warm and cozy place I call my home.
I am from finding animals in the clouds,
and people who love and care for me.

- Alicia Short

a madman playing a violin there at the edge of his
own grave
gives us reason one last time to be brave
here ourjourney ends with the breaking of the day
around us side by side the defeated dead lay
their bodies our pathway pave

through us mad thoughts rave

in the tormented mind, body, soul of a slave

and teach each man to balance in his way
at the edge of his own grave

hope was but a glimmer in the eye of a knave
as empty husks kept dropping wave on wave
hope feeble as an early sunray
just enough to hold the darkness at bay
and in the end the survivor save

at the edge of his own grave

What shall I choose in this vending machine?
So much to choose from, great candy galore

Five dollars I have from my room I cleaned

Gummy bears, skittles, milky ways, and more
My hunger, so unsatisfied, will be
Destroyed along with all of my craving
I wait to a tolerable degree
The taste of it already savoring
The M&M's are my choice for today
But wait... you kidding me? It's stuck? Bullpiss!
My entire being placed in dismay
Alright vending machine, you asked for it!
Oh, hang on... What's this in my jacket?
... Mother bleeper, it's an M&M's packet.

Rachel Swanson

-Joseph Timmins

- Holden Blanco
Medina Korajkic
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How long do we have to wait, how long do they have to
wait until their children fall asleep to a lullaby without
bullets?
How long do they have to wait until they don't have to free
their county?

War affects everyone.

Never are civilians not involved.
War is messy, it's not get in, get out.
It lasts and war doesn't stop.
But, we do.

Creation Myth

By William Tipper

There was once a time when no life existed on the planet Earth except for two giants. The giants'names were

Gorgoroth and Willatok. Earth was a much different place when only the giants existed. There were no trees, rivers, lakes,

oceans, or anything except for the two giants. The giants had been forced to live with each other's presence for as long as

they had existed. They had both been banished from a far better looking world than Earth atthattime. At first they tried to

stay positive and make the best of the situation, but as time passed, they both started to realize that the situation they were

in was basically hell. After they had this realization, both of their attitudes changed towards everything. All day and night

they would pace trying to think of something to get them out of that mess. As time passed, they both went a little bit crazy

with the thought of not being able to escape. Their ideas grew uazier and crazier.

"I've got it!" exclaimed Gorgoroth. "'We shall climb on each other's backs and grab the closest world to this one!

Then we can use the people on it as slaves!"

"That, my friend," replied Willatok, "is the worst idea I have ever heard in this honible life I am forced to live."

"Well why don't you actually do something instead ofjust walking around beinglazy and stupid?"

"You have crossed the line, Gorgoroth old friend, no more of your shenanigans will be tolerated by me, or

anybody ever again!"

With that said, Willatok pounced on Gorgoroth and began to hit him repeatedly in the face. Gorgoroth felt around

on the ground for any sort of weapon and managed to get himself a copper canteen. He struck Willatok to the ground and

stood up to prepare himself. Willatok proceeded to get herself a stick they used to make shelter, and the two giants ran at

each other to fight. This was a very pointless battle, for all that occurred was each giant taking a turn to hit the other with

an implement of destruction. With each hit, a part of the giant hit would fall to the ground. What the two crazy giants did

not notice was that every piece of them that hit the ground turned into a tree or a boulder. With every step they took, they

molded the ground to form mountains, and the dips in the ground would become lakes from the tears the giants shed.

All the little pieces of flesh became a different type of animal. After the two had been battling for years on end, allthat

remained of Gorgoroth was a man, and all that remained of Willatok was a woman. All of the giant pieces of their old

figures had flourished the planet Earth. When Willatok and Gorgoroth realized what they had done, they stopped any

fighting, and took into their hands to make this world better than their last. Thus creating this world we live in now

WAR

How does one justiff the bullets raining from the
sky?

Children falling asleep to the hissing of whizzing
bullets against the sunset.

How is gunning down a person because they aren't
on your side, right?

How does destruction solve anything?

Destruction stops. It ends.

It doesn't resolve or evolve us.

It dissolves the very belief in which nonviolence
solves.
But maybe ending, solves because there is no more
being.
But if there is no more being, then there is no active
peace.

-Sophia S. V. Manzi



Where I'm from

I am from cars and lots of apartments
I am from four-year-old toys and messes

I am from cars on the street
I am from my cousin Anouk with her loud talking and screaming
I am from French fries and przzarwith pepperoni and cheese
I am from noises on the street and regular talk
I am from a playground in Queens and playing with clay
I am from dreams of adventure, wishing to stay in it for a little longer before I wake up
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Creation of Cough Drops
By Jackson Rose

In a land of sickness and death there was a young
woman so full of sickness she was about to die.
She was consumed by the common cold. Her
cough was the worst of them all. She would be
the youngest, in their world, to die because of
this cough. She lived in a small, poorly cleaned
house, with cracks in the walls and roof. Her
house reeked of eye watering, nose wrinkling,
vomit-causing vomit. You could smell it before
you entered her home.

She would spend day and night in her bed
made of grass and sticks. For the sickness, in a
few more days, would totally consume her. Her
mother, father, brother and sister were all dead by
sickness, so she had no food or company.

On her last day of her life, she willed
herself to get out of bed; she didn't want to die in
her lonely home. She walked for hours and before
her last sunrise, she fell on the ground. Slowly
dying, she saw the sunrise. The warrn rays of the
sun warrned her body and a smile formed on her
face. As she was losing her life, Apollo, the sun
god, grew a plant like no other, and it grew beside
her. The plant grew very quickly, and a little
branch grew over her mouth. An unfamiliar fruit
grew on the end of the branch. It was red and
looked beautiful in the warrn sunlight. The fruit
fell into the girl's mouth and dissolved quickly.
The girl lay there for fifteen minutes, and after
the sixteenth her eyes reopened and she slowly
sat up. Her cough was gone, and she felt energy
throughout her body. She looked around, but saw
no one. At first she thought she was dead, but
as she realized that her life was within her, she
looked at the plant, surprised by its beauty and
elegance. She saw the fruit on its branches and
tried one. After she ate the fruit, she felt even
better. She picked many of the fruit and brought
them to her town. In that field more and more of
the plant grew, and after many years, the sickness
and death in the land faded away...I
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Senior Year

Senior Year

Where have you gone?

It seems like just yesterday that it was just the beginning.
This year has gone by so quickly; I just don't know what to do anymore.
I sometimes wish this year could start all over, but then I think about graduation next month and all those

feelings go away.
V/ith Prom coming up in just a few short weeks, things are so crazy.
After that come finals, and the long days and nights of studying.
And than finally graduation, what we have waited 18 years for. So congratulations! WE DID IT! !!!!!!! !!!

- Eleanor Lauzon
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M)¡ Friend Grace

My friend Grace is speedy

My friend Grace is shiny
My friend Grace is good
My friend Grace is athletic
My friend Grace is a sensational person
My friend Grace gives me great confidence
My friend Grace is very supportive of me
My friend Grace is very encouraging of me
My friend Grace is an inspirational friend
My friend Grace is very cheerful
My friend Grace is very smart
My friend Grace is very brilliant
My friend Grace is very bright
I am glad to have a friend like Grace

My friend Grace is very kind
My friend Grace is a great friend
My friend Grace is honest
My friend Grace is a very generous person
My friend Grace is very thoughtful
My friend Grace is a very perfect friend
My friend Grace is a tranquil friend
My friend Grace is a very neat friend
My friend Grace is a very organized friend
My friend Grace is very prosperous
My friend Grace is very fair
My friend Grace is very happy
My friend Grace is a wonderful friend
My friend Grace is a quick runner
I am so grateful to have a friend like Grace

My friend Grace is a very beautiful person
My friend Grace is very mellow
My friend Grace is very calm
My friend Grace is a very cozy person to be around
My friend Grace makes me feel very comfortable around her
My friend Grace is very amazing
I am very thankful that I have a friend as wonderful as Grace
My friend Grace is very awesome
My friend Grace is very polite
My friend Grace is a gorgeous person
My friend Grace is an incredible person
My friend Grace is a very understanding person
My friend Grace is a very outstanding person
My friend Grace is a friend who is always there for me
My friend Grace is an excellent friend
My friend Grace is a terrific friend
My friend Grace is a very marvelous person

My friend Grace is a safe person

My friend Grace is very active
My friend Grace is a very careful person
My friend Grace is very systematic
My friend Grace gives me great happiness

My friend Grace is a truthful friend
My friend Grace is a responsible person
My friend Grace is a caring person
My friend Grace is a friendly person
My friend Grace is a logical person
My friend Grace is a nice person
My friend Grace is a respectful friend
My friend Grace is an enthusiastic person
My friend Grace is a very outdoorsy person
My friend Grace is a very lovely person
My friend Grace is a soothing friend
My friend Grace is a fantastic person
My friend Grace is very talented
My friend Grace has the most amazing mom that I have
ever met
My friend Grace loves to snowboard with her mom
My friend Grace loves to run
My friend Grace loves to play lacrosse

My friend Grace is a cat lover
My friend Grace is the most amazingwriter you have ever
read
My friend Grace is the most considerate friend that I have
ever had
My friend Grace is the most passionate friend I have ever
met
My friend Grace is a demure best friend
My friend Grace is a very driven person
My friend Grace is a very loyal person
My friend Grace is a friend who gives people a lot of
respect
My friend Grace is a very translucent person
My friend Grace and I have a very close friendship
My friend Grace is very courageous
My friend Grace is a very blissful friend
My friend Grace is a patient friend
My friend Grace is a compassionate friend
My friend Grace is a keen friend
My friend Grace is adoring friend
My friend Grace is a productive friend
My friend Grace is a heart warming best friend
My friend Grace and her mom are two of the most
amazingpeople I have ever met
My friend Grace gives me great enthusiasm
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My friend Grace is a motivated person

- Cassie Davis
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It Lives In the Basement Mackenzie Heimert

I leaped out of bed, pulling the sheets to the floor and flinging my blanket to the ceiling in my haste. I

landed on what used to be my bedroom floor, hidden from sight beneath mounds of dirty socks and underwear.

My room was unfastidious, a mess, a real pigsty... a truly masterful work of art. Posters hung from the wall,

baseball cards lay scattered among the infinite pile of toys. But I couldn't marvel at my work for to long, today

was no ordinary day; I was on a mission; I had a personal vendetta. No, it was not the trek downstairs to the

glorious TV to spoil myself in front of cartoons until my brain rotted. Today's mission was one of grave dangeq

I was risking life and limb on this fateful morning. Only the bravest of boys would even dare think of what I

was about to do. No lad who had ever attempted this task had ever come back alive. It is true that it had only

been attempted once, but the brave boy who so dastardly tried was never seen again. Even the dreaded cooties

of girls \ryere mere child's play to this daring adventure, but I was full of vigor and bravery that day, and I was

prepared. I tied my cape around my neck and strapped up my armor, first my rollerblading knee and elbow pads.

Then my old catcher's chest protector; this would be used as an impenetrable breasþlate. I was armed to the

teeth: Nerf guns were stuffed down my shorts, and plastic swords were strapped to my back. I placed on my

helm, a metal pot I had taken from the kitchen, and I began my journey. Down the hall I ran, I raced down the

stairs, fast and out of control. I arrived at the basement door, the gateway to the beast's lair. Quietly, making

sure not to wake the monster, I opened the door and crept down the stairs. Finally I reached the basement

floor'-dreggy, dungy, and dusty-a place suitable for only the fiercest of creatures. I took a few cautious steps

forward... nothing. Then a few more... still nothing. The monster was afraid of me. I chuckled in my own

vanity. I knew I was to impressive for this monster. I let out a pity laugh, and while puffing out my chest, I

called to the beast, "Scared are ya?" Immediately following my boast, it let out a huge roar, and I saw it at the

end of the dark basement. My chest deflated, and I whimpered in fear. Its eyes glowed fiery red, burning in the

darkened corridor; it grit its teeth and bellowed from its bowels its fiery breath. It let out noises so wretched and

unbearable, it frightened me to the very core. I was shaking and hembling in fear as I reached in my pants to

retrieve my Nerf blaster. I mustered up the courage to face the beast. It just stood there staring me down, and I

stared back. I knew I only had one shot. I took aim, held steady--wellas steady as I could--and then fired. It let

out a bellowing roar, and its metal teeth gnashed together in anguish. I was running so fast, taking three steps

at atime up the basement stairwell, not looking back. I reached the first floor and slammed the door behind

me. Breathing heavily, I smiled and let out a hardy laugh. I was victorious. I was sure I had beaten the beast.

no longer would it frighten me. I had defeated it. Then from the basement I heard a growl. I ran upstairs and

jumped under the covers. Ahh well...As they say, you can't win 'em all.

Sweet Dreams

By Molly McKenna

It was a

Never ending,

Dark and silent street.

A couple of the street lights ïr/ere out,

So I kept my feet moving,

Because my tired brown eyes

Could only see a couple of things.

A strange man suddenly appeared,

Making me cringe

And soon making my face grin.

I shifted to the side,

Trying not to make eye contact,

And soon he had passed.

Minutes went by

And I thought he had gone.

Then long

Flickering shivers

Came along.

So I tumed around to see,

The man I saw in the "WANTED'? flyer

Staring back at me.

My nightmare had begun,

The night had swallowed me whole.
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Photograph of Me

It was taken when I was small,
My family with us all
Together at my grandparents.

Then, as you scan it, you can see

We are all there.
I'm sitting in my little rocking chair

In the background there is my brother,
Some more of my family,
Some others.

The photograph was taken on Christmas,
Of me in my favorite little rocking chair.

That pink and white
Plastic chair,
I wouldn't let leave my sight.
You will see me in that little pink chair.

Life

Life is hard.
Now I feel trapped.
I know I always say I have a lot of things to do and I do have.
It's my life to do all the stuff I want.
My main goal is to build confidence, to believe in myself, to take pride in what I do.
There are goals in life and with hard work I will achieve them.
I think I can.

When I put my mind to something, I can get it done--I hope.
I feel alone, it's a hard feeling, but I have built around me this wall that even though I am lonely, I am used to.
I always find things to do, as I sit in my bedroom thinking about life.
I feel that I can think more there because that's the place where I have my dreams.
Without dreams I am nobody.
Dreams are my life.

-Cory Rouille

My Sister

We have our ups and our
downs,

But no matter what,
You are my best friend.

Even though we are oldeç
I hope our friendship will last.

No matter what happens,
You can come to me any

time.
I just want you to remember,

I love you.
I am always here for you

when you need me.
I know we fight a lot.,,

I have said some things,
I shouldn't have.

I regret everything I said
That hurts your feelings.

Always remember you are my
sisten..

And my best friend.

-Alison Ploof
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Xavier

Cooper'Wile

V/iU McGrath
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My Gold

A rectangle-
hard around the edges,
angles of the right kind.

Night-colored wood,
Standing out in the room
only to be noticed.

Through minding its own business
It seems to grab an interest
It's what's lying within the wood you see.

A captured memory
boxed in like a jail cell,
to benefit me.

A reminder,
keeping to itself
yet remaining...

Though a small portion to others
It colors my room.

At all times
propped up on its own
only one leg is loaned.

Smiles sit in the wooden treasure chest_
The picture it holds
inside, like gold.
Warming the walls of this room.

By Kurtis Guilmette

It was taken.. ..
At high speeds,
The scenery is a blur,
The car's crystal clear,

The skyline flies around the tum,
Taking it with ease.

The price of the car
Is matched by its beauty.
The car's power
Is matched by very few.

With the inline-6 motor running well,
This car will run fast as hell.
With the twin turbo and all-wheel drive
It's amazing the drive stays alive.

Ald one day in this high-speed car,
If you look closely enouglr,
You will see me...

When I need it,
I glance to the gold.
The good memory helps me,
And I can let go.

-Lauren Bird
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Washing my hands can be good,

But it leaves my hands

As dry as wood.

It's important to know

That despite washing offall the dirt,
It will leave cracks in my hands

That will make them hurt.

Multiple times a day,

It's a full-on routine,

And then all I want is some hand cream!
Over and over again,

The faucet runs,

Not even knowing how much money is spent

On this thing called Hr0.

So I have to remember

To only wash my hands when it's required,

And not every time I desire.

Iflcould,Iwould
Get rid of this mess called

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder.

- Molly McKenna

This is a Photograph of Me

It was taken on a balmy summer day,
the sun shining, a slight breeze,
and a sense of optimism in the air.

This Is A Picture Of Me

It was taken on a wann spring day
\ilhen we were all downtown,
My dad wanted to show how we are together
So we had to stop and slow down.

Then as you scan it, you can see
That none of us looks quite normal,
We've been doing that forever,
We're not good at being formal.

In the background there are cars reflected in the
windows
And some shoes are on display,
You can't tell, but we are laughing
I know that sounds cliché.

The photograph was taken to help us remember,
Even though we fight and tend to annoy,
That we need each other
And have a bond you can,t destroy.

Whenever you see my two sisters
Wherever they may be,
Whether they are happy, sad, or smiling,
You will see me.

-Marcella Meloni

This Is A Photograph Of Me

It was taken almost ayeff ago today while I was in Florida.
I am towering over the house, high as the trees. I am
moving so fast- all I can think about is how much I want to
go again right after.

As you scan it, you can see me in
a different way,
not me as a person but me as I
view life.

In the background there are the
mountains,
the rockier part of life.

The photograph was taken not of
me, but of the ocean,
the serenity of life.

Beneath the waves,
you will see me.

Then, as you scan it, you see how the picture was capfured.
I was still moving from one end of the zipline to the other,
Starting from the platform high in the tree, ending at the
start of the driveway.

In the background there is a beautiful river, with two boats
waiting to be driven. There are many trees making you feel
you are out in the countryside when really a big city is only
a short drive away.

The photograph was taken just two days before my 17ú
birthday, while I was in Florida with a friend.

There is a big smile on my face: the look of excitement and
exhilaration. I don't always look like this, that happy, but
this is how you will see me.

-Tia Marten

Will McGrath
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This Is A Photograph Of Me

This is a picture of me
Not the way you normally see me
The real me

It was taken on a cold winter day
Outside where it seemed nothing was wrong
The snowballs, hot chocolate and candy canes

In the background there are mountains
The small trees growing for next season

And all the snow...

The photograph was taken last minute
With the sighs of being annoyed
And the guys not wanting to smile

This is not the way you usually see me
Not caring what I look like cold, chilled down to my feet
Hair a mess
But this is how you will see me

Poem about Me

It was taken,
As you can tell,
In this picture all is well.

The picture shows many things,
It shows and it tells.

It shows my personality,
You can see that it is me.

It shows my skills,
I love success,

I try to do everything my very best.

This image shows me the best,
If you focus hard on it,
You will see me.

Maria Vishnevsky

Everyday I sit in the same corner
In the back -

Of buses

In Borders
Even in my own room...

I sit there,
Alone
With the same old books,

Watching,
Reading,
Hearing,
All around me.

I notice everything-
About everyone...

But does anyone notice me?

I am a gangly fellow--
Smart, thin, with a bird beak nose,

Thick framed glasses, and long black hair-

However!

I hide-
Because I am afraid,
The word is too quick to judge.

I am not a loony-
I am not a murderer-
I am not a pedophile-

Just boring me,
Sitting in the same corner,

Every day-

Watching, waiting,
For someone to come over

And say hello...

- Angelina Richards

Everyday

-Chelsea Vail -Ismet S



This Is a Photograph of Me

It was taken to show a happy family
The picture shows parents and their grandchildren
It was taken during summer

Then, as you scan it, you can see trees,
Sunburns on their faces, and
People working far behind them.

In the background there is a playground,
Sidewalk as well as trees.
Nobody appears directly in the photograph,
Except the family itself with their dog.

The photograph was taken to show a good family,

A family with happiness,
If you look, you can see me,
Me as the little girl with a big smile,
Happy with everyone together.

You can imagine how I feel about my family,
How attached I am to my grandparents,
And how I love to spend my freetime with my
family with everyone together.

-Mizero Stella

Happy Sad

Disgusted Creepy
a',:\-ã

Curious Bored

Tired

l\ngry

Excited
...reatly
excited

.A,nastasia Surmava
Cluster One-Faces

The Many Faces
of Xavier

Ê

lake Ingram
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It was taken on a cold winter day
Outside where it seemed nothing was wrong
The snowballs, hot chocolate and candy canes

In the background there are mountains
The srnall trees growing for next season
And all the snow...

This is not the way you usually see llle
Not caring what I look like cold chilled down to rny
feet
Hair a rness

But this is how you will see rïìe

This is a photograph of rne

This is a picture of me
Not the way you normally see lne
The real me

The photograph was taken last minute
With the sighs of being annoyed
And the guys not wanting to srnile
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'The Offico'nn¿,
as Documentary Crew Gets All the Footage it Needed

This IsAPhotograph Of Me %
€

It was taken almost ayear ago today while I was in Florida. I am
towering over the house, high as the trees. I am moving so fast- all I
can think about is how much I want to go again, right after.

Then, as you scan it, you see how the picture was captured. I was
still moving from one end of the zipline to the other, starting from
the platform high in the tree, ending at the start of the driveway.

In the background there is a beautiful river, with two boats waiting
to be driven. There are many trees making you feel you are out in
the countryside when really a big city is only a short drive away.

,,

4
The photograph was taken just two days before my 17th birthday,
while I was in Florida with a friend. t
There is a big smile on my face; the look of excitement and
exhilaration. I don't always look like this, that happy, but this is
how you will see me.

I

Alex Kavanagh
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Poem About Me fs
It was taken,
As you can tell,
In this picture all is well.

The picture shows many things:
It shows and it tells.

It shows my personality,
You can see that it is me

It shows my skills,
I love success,
I try to do everything my very best.

This image shows me the best,
If you focus hard on it,
You will see me.

-Ismet S
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This Is A Photograph Of Me.

It was taken long ago
Atime that I can barely remember
It still brings back warmness, though
When I think of that chilly November

Then as you scan it, you see a cra4l smile
On both of our shining faces
I don't think that expression will return for a while
Since you have finished the races

In the background there is our home
Where you lived the entire time
It is where we have lived and grown
The cloud above could be a sign

The photograph was taken of us
Ayoung girl and her beloved dog
Even though you're gone I feel so blessed
To have had you to clear up the fog

I wish I could express my gratitude
So you could really finally see
You are embedded in my attitude
In another life, you will see me.

-Theresa Strenio

Maria Vishensþ

Anastasia Surmava
Macro Project
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Up, up, up it went,
Its body so full of life,

Ribbons dangling from the bottom,
Moving so gracefully like a dancer glistening in the light.

The ribbons created an undulation of beauty,
Yet it was only a fraction,
Or rather apart of a more magnificent structure,
The multi-colored body,
Fluttered against the winds,
Frantically fidgeting to dodge its power,
Molding with every blow.

A string was all that connected it to this earth,
A little, white, fragile piece of string,
It was becoming tighter and tighter,
Harder to grasp; it was a tug of war with Mother Nature.

Slowly, pulling the string one hand after the other,
The magnificent structure came down to earth,
I touched it.
The coldness of its touch brought me back,
back to a familiar past.

By Myle Troung
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Jelani O'Connor Maria Vishnevsky
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Wake up in the morning feelin'like a hipster
Get my glasses and my plaid shirt
I'm gonna check my Flickr
Before I leave draw a triangle and grab my camera bag
Cause when I leave for the forest
I ain't coming back
I'm takin'dreamy vintage photos
\üearing indie clothes (clothes)
Sarcasm blowing up our convos
Drop toppin'playing our favorite playlists
Bad grammar getting us real pissed

Trying to get recommended on the blogs list
Don't stop make it pop
Hang your dream catcher up
Tonight, I'mma frght
Anonymous until the sunlight
Tick Toxk on the clock, but the blogging never stops

No
Oh whoa oh oh
Oh whoa oh oh
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www.tumblr.com



Special thanks to the

BHS Boosterso Club
for making it possible for us to distribute Detourfree
ofcharge.

Thanks to our other patrons:

Mike Breiner
Ellen Blanchard
Patty Wesley
Francis Brock: Shakespeare's Dark Lady Patron of theArts
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory Kalinoski
Nick Molander
Chip & Mary Hart
Jim Donoghue
Anonymous $100 Donor
Anonymous
Sylvia Robb

Thanks to you all, and if we left you out, please drop us an e-mail at

rbohn@bsdvt.org.

SHAMELESS BEGGING'While exploring the great depths of the Costa Rican tropical
rainforests I came across one of the rarest and most bizarre fruits
of the country. Found in the forests of Monte Verde this little
fruit is know to have mystical healing powers by the'Iocals. It is
cherished for its sweet flavor and deep purple color. The pit of the
tropical malinka is a deep blood red,and it is shaped like a pedect
heart. It's said that if one eats the pit they \^¡i11 have everlasting
health and die a happy and painless death. I can't say that the
legend is true but to find one of these fruits is a great honor and a
rare occurrence. The locals bathed me in gifts and precious stones
when I showed them that I had found three of these magical
Malinkas. My trip to Costa Rica had proven to be a success and
hopefully the berries bring me good luck!

-"Anastasia Surmava
Nat Geo Journalist

If you would like to help the students of Burlington High School share their voices
and visions, donate to Detour.
Make checks payable to Detour and send to

Detour, c/o Robert Bohn
Burlington High School

52Institute Rd.

Burlington, VT 05401
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